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The pyramids of Geezer; immediately one question about them
comes to mind - who was the geezer they were built for? More
importantly, was the word ‘geezer’ even around in ancient
Egyptian times? I don’t think it was. It’s as strange as
someone born in the dark ages writing about the internet. It’s
not hard to see why many people believe the pyramids were
actually built by aliens. My theory is that such aliens
mastered time travel, and their favourite era was the late
19th century onwards. From that time, they absorbed the slang.
Most of that’s easy enough to understand but again, why did
the extra terrestrials choose the word ‘geezer’ and not the
cockney rhyming slang ‘apples and pears’, for example? The
definition of the word in question is ‘man’. The pyramids of
man. The pyramids of man built by aliens. That doesn’t sound
right.

Maybe I should be thinking more specifically. Maybe the aliens
were referring to Geezer Butler, the bassist of Black Sabbath
and maybe the musician is an alien, too. I mean his sound
along with that of his bandmates was very unusual at the time.
Now you know why - BS came from space. So the pyramids of
Geezer Butler if you want to use the rare full name... Why do
aliens like the bassist so much, they chose to dedicate a huge
shrine to him? Personally I think Sabbath guitarist Tony Iommi
is more skilled and certainly more visionary. After all, it
was his idea to write ‘horror’ music. Well just because
someone is more innovative, skilled, etc., it doesn’t mean
that’s always appreciated. I mean I’m fully aware of the fact
Bach is better than three chord punk music. But you know what?
I actually prefer the latter. Sounds strange, but that’s
reality.

Mystery solved, then. Or is it? Well, how come BS never sing
about pyramids? You’d think they’d pay tribute to them at
least once, considering all the work that went into them.
Maybe that’s why you never see the foursome around their
ancestors. Maybe the latter have got sick of the druggy
artist’s selfishness and have distanced themselves from them.
On the subject of drugs, how do you think Ozzy Osbourne is
still alive? Luck? Nope, alien technology. I’m not saying the
band are completely disrespectful to their space family,
though; they did pay tribute to Planet Caravan in their song
‘Planet Caravan’. I don’t know where that is, and maybe that’s
the point. Maybe the group are simply secretive and are trying
to keep a (relatively) low profile. If so, it’s worked. (Until
I came along).

I have another question, though: Why are they trying to be
unnoticed by Area 51? I’m assuming it’s because of fear. After
all, would YOU be happy being experimented on in complete
secrecy? Anything could happen.
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And who wants to be experimented on even in public? If someone
said to you ‘you have interesting blood, do you mind if we
take some of it out of you with a huge needle?’ would you be
happy about it? No, because you’ll feel pain (if the nurse or
whatever doesn’t know what she’s doing, and that’s not an
outrageous situation in my experience) and you’re not even
getting anything out of it!

To sum up, Black Sabbath are aliens and the Egyptian ancient
monuments were built for the bassist. Furthermore, the band
are keen to keep that fact secret. However you and I are
desperate to know the truth, I’m sure. I’m fairly certain my
beliefs are right, but I can’t be 100% sure. So what can be
done? Someone needs to interview the musicians as if they’re
just another reporter. He or she could ask questions such as
‘what’s your favourite song’. Then when the stars are lulled
in a false sense of security, the interviewer could ask ‘ARE
YOU ALIENS??’ dramatically, completely taking the interviewees
off guard, making them reveal the truth. After that, maybe
aliens on the whole will come out of the woodwork and maybe
the world will be treated to supernatural technologies from
Mars/Jupiter/whatever. Pretty cool... And that’s all from me,
byeee!
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